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A period of change and substantial challenge
Dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic
–

Reaccelerated the structural changes in the retail market

–

Increased number of CVAs and administrations in the wider market, to which the Company was not immune

–

Rent collection was negatively affected

–

Dividend was reduced by 30.4% to 4.00 pence per share annualised, to reflect lower rent collection levels

–

NAV fell from 103.7 pence to 84.63 pence over the 12 months to 31 December 2020

BUT, there was still activity in the portfolio
–

17 asset management initiatives completed in the office and retail warehouse portfolio

–

£2.6m of rent per annum was secured

–

Two developments were completed and another started

–

87.3% of rent due for 2020 was collected across the portfolio

–

Share price recovered from a low of 40.0 pence in May to 70.0 pence at the 31 December

It has been a challenging period, but we have still been able to do deals and secure income
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Key facts
As at 31 December 2020
Fact

Number

Portfolio value:

£273 million

Number of assets:

16

EPRA NAV per share:

84.63 pence

Market capitalisation:

£147.9 million

Share price:

70.0 pence

Annual dividend per share

4.00 pence*

WAULT:

5.2 years

Annualised dividend yield:

5.7%

EPRA vacancy rate:

5.9%

NAV TR

-14.1%

(12 months to 31 December 2020)

Share Price TR

(12 months to 31 December

-15.0%

Share Price TR

(3 months to 31 December

39.7%

2020)

2020)

Gearing (debt to total assets):

37.9%
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* Dividend reduced by 30.4% (from 5.75 pps) in May 2020 in response to reduced rent collection as a result of COVID-19

The property portfolio
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Portfolio overview
Sector exposure at 31 December 2020
Retail
Warehouse
Office

Location exposure at 31 December 2020
Wales

9%
2% 2%

9%

Tesco Stores Ltd
60%

West Midlands

8%

B&M Retail Ltd
AXA Insurance UK plc

North West

6%

61%

15%
13%

East Midlands

5%

Ernst & Young LLP

30%

12%

Yorkshire

5%

Marks & Spencer plc

11%
12%

Scotland

6%

27%

Development

4% 3%

North East

B&Q plc

Supermarket
Leisure

Tenant exposure at 31 December 2020

South West

Tenants <4%

Lease expiries illustrating revenue impact
on portfolio at 31 December 2020

EPRA Vacancy rate and weighted average
unexpired lease term (WAULT)

Portfolio quarterly capital value
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5.7

173.4
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0

5.2
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WAULT (Years)
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An asset management specialist
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Making the non-institutional institutional
Clever and intensive asset management:
–

Generous ratio of property to surveyor, with just three to six assets per person

–

We have the time, resource and in-house expertise to identify and execute asset management initiatives

Ediston has:
–

A team of 10 real estate professionals and four accountants

–

Institutional and property company experience

Knowledge and relationships are important
–

Knowing our tenants and understanding their needs is vital

–

We have a strong reputation in the market and a good track record of delivering

–

Tenants like working with us – repeat business

We buy unloved or underperforming assets, transform them into properties which institutions
want to own, then sell to institutional investors
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Delivering asset management
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Strong asset management focus
2020 Activity

17

£2.6m

94%

lease transactions
completed

per annum of income
secured

of deals in retail
warehousing

11
lease extensions

2
developments
completed

6
new lettings

In this market, we haven’t had to change our approach to asset management
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The impact of COVID-19 on retail
What we are seeing ‘on the ground’

Retail is changing; evolution not terminal
decline
The retail sector has faced challenges which have been accelerated by COVID-19
–

Company Voluntary Arrangements (CVAs), administrations and store closures

–

We have been impacted and have seen some rents reduce as a result

–

Many tenants have been under pressure for years and COVID-19 tipped them over the edge

–

Others took advantage of the CVA process to rationalise their store portfolios

–

The spotlight has been turned onto rent collection

Not all retail is the same:
–

It is important to differentiate between the high street, shopping centres and out of town

–

Over supply of units on the high street and in shopping centres – a lot of the stock is obsolete and inefficient

–

Expensive to occupy; high rents, business rates and service charges

–

COVID-19 has highlighted these issues even further

–

Retail warehousing has been easier for retailers to get open for trade and for customers to use

It has taken a pandemic for the attributes of retail warehousing to be fully appreciated
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The resilience of retail warehousing
Its attributes helped deal with COVID-19 measures

Open air

Ample
car
parking

Large
format
stores

Supports
social
distancing

Footfall
recovered
well

A lot of retail warehousing can open for trade during lockdown

–

56%

of the Company’s income was from ‘essential retailers’ who could trade during lockdown 1.0

–

90%

of the Company’s retail warehouse portfolio (by income) was open during lockdown 2.0

–

73%

of the Company’s retail warehouse portfolio (by income) is currently open

–

Tenants have adapted to lockdown and more are open for trade

–

Retail warehousing supports
walk-in sales

Omni-channel & upselling: click and collect, home delivery or

Many retailers recognise the importance of physical stores, but they need to be in the
right locations and let off affordable rents
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Our retail warehouse assets have solid
fundamentals
Rent per retailer type

Our assets:
–

Are let off

affordable rents

–

Have tenants that trade well

–

Have good levels of tenant retention

–

Have the ‘right’ planning consents

–

Can accommodate a

–

Are not overexposed to a particular retailer type

–

0…
3%
3%

1%
1%1%
2%1%
20%

4%
5%

hybrid tenant line-up

5%
17%
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61% of income from ‘essential’ retailers

13%
16%

Convenience Store

Fashion

DIY

Food

General Merchandise

Pharmacy

Leisure

Bulky

Electrical

Coffee

Casual Dining

Home furnishings

Charity

Mobile phones

Childrenswear

Professional Services
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Retail warehouse rent analysis
Affordable rents for retailers
Average rent: £13.80 per sq. ft.
67% is £20 per sq. ft. or below

£30 +

Rent Band (per sq. ft.)

£25 - £30

£20 - £25

£15 - £20

£10 - £15

£0 - £10
£-

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

£3,000,000

£4,000,000

£5,000,000

£6,000,000

£7,000,000

Contracted Rent
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Rent collection & income analysis

Portfolio Rent collection
COVID-19 has brought this into the spotlight:
– Pre-pandemic it was an administrative function
– Now it is an important metric
– We have adopted a hands-on approach, which was successful in 2020
– However, restricted by the Government’s moratorium of the usual rent arrears recovery methods
– We have had good levels of rent collection in 2020, despite the pandemic

81%

Of rent due collected
in Q2

–

91%

Of rent due collected
in Q3

96%

Of rent due collected
in Q4

90%

Forecast for Q1 2021

These figures rise when rent deferment and repayment plans are factored in

No rent free given unless we received something in return
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Income secured against good covenants
Dun & Bradstreet risk ratings portfolio
10%

Dun & Bradstreet risk ratings retail warehouse

1%

13%

4%
1%

26%

38%

47%
60%

Minimum

Lower than average

Higher than average

High

Other

Minimum

Lower than average

Higher than average

High
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Development
Creating ‘something from nothing’

Developing our own income
It is important to create income streams beyond ‘standard’ asset management initiatives
–

Development allows us to do this

–

We can manufacture income streams in a risk-controlled manner

–

Development can repurpose underused land on existing assets

–

Can generate higher returns on capital deployed when compared to buying similar assets in the market

–

Cost efficient – Stamp Duty Land Tax savings

Development activity in 2020
–

Completed two developments and started another

–

All in the retail warehouse sector

–

54,350 sq. ft. of space will be developed

–

Eight new leases agreed

–

8.0% income return on capital deployed

–

On completion they will generate £1.1m of additional income per annum
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Haddington Retail Park
–

Well-located adjacent to the A1

–

Restricted supply of retail warehousing

–

–

97% pre-let
£875,000 of new income p.a.
WAULT of 14.4 years

–

On site with completion due in June 2021

–
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Coatbridge & Barnsley

–

100% pre-let
Secured £232,500 of new income per annum

–

Completed on time and budget

–

Tenants reported strong trade on opening

–
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Investment

Investment summary
Investment demand has held up despite the challenges
–

Q4 2020 investment volumes increased 45% from Q3 levels, but full year level still below average

–

Not surprising given the global effects of COVID-19

–

Overseas buyers continue to dominate the UK market

–

The UK is still regarded as a safe haven and has attractive qualities for investors

–

Yields look attractive compared to other global markets

–

Plenty of demand for UK real estate, particularly from opportunistic buyers

–

Retail warehouse investment volumes were above average and demand is increasing for the sector

We are seeing investment opportunities which suit the Ediston style of asset management
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Summary & outlook

Summary & outlook
It has been a challenging period, principally because of the pandemic
– COVID-19 reaccelerated the structural changes in the wider retail market
– Pressure on rent collection, but ours has been robust
Retail warehousing has been resilient
– Retail warehousing has adapted well to the challenges of COVID-19 and the restrictions it has brought
– Footfall recovered to 90% of previous levels between lockdowns
– Tenants are still doing deals – they are not abandoning retail warehouse parks

There is an opportunity in the retail warehouse sector
– We think it has been oversold
– Yields look attractive compared to other sectors
– Resilience of income appears mispriced
– Must be the right assets in the right locations
– Avoid highly over-rented parks
– Target assets with a convenience led tenant line up
We will look for opportunities to recycle capital
– Make sales if values have peaked or if an asset has reached maturity and buy in sectors which offer value and opportunity
As the vaccines are rolled out and restrictions are eased, there will be opportunities to exploit in the retail
warehouse market. It will be vital to be on the front foot to take advantage of them.
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The Ediston team

Appendices
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The Core Team

Danny O’Neill CEO with 24
years’ real estate experience.
Formerly an Investment Director
at Standard Life Investments
with responsibility for £2.0bn
of property funds including the
company’s flagship pooled fund.
Member of SLI Property Board
at 28 years old and set up the
segregated property business.
Founding director and owner of
Ediston. Expertise in investment
markets and asset management,
in all sectors.

Calum Bruce joined Ediston
in 2013 from Scottish Widows
Investment Partnership where
he ran a number of real estate
funds, both wholesale and
institutional. He developed and
implemented Fund strategy and
had responsibility for managing
both direct and indirect assets.
He has a wealth of experience
acquiring and funding properties
throughout the United Kingdom,
in all sectors.

Neelum Yousaf is Financial
Controller with responsibility for
statutory reporting, budgetary
control, cash flow management,
fund administration, accounting
and client reporting. She is also
the Compliance Officer.
Neelum is a member of the
Institute of Chartered
Accountants in Scotland and the
Chartered Institute of Securities
and Investments.

Alastair Dickie joined Ediston
in 2010 having spent 10 years
as Director at Macdonald Estates.
Alastair has extensive experience
in the retail warehouse sector
having secured planning consent
for over 3m sq. ft. of retail
warehouse floor space and
developing in excess of £300m
of assets. Alastair heads up
the Ediston retail warehouse
function and with his team,
is responsible for securing
investment opportunities
and executing the asset
management strategies.
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Contact

Calum
Bruce

Danny
O’Neill

Alastair
Dickie

Neelum
Yousaf

Director – Investment

CEO

Director

Financial Controller

0131 240 8887

0131 225 5599

0131 240 8884

0131 370 8923

calum.bruce@ediston.com danny.oneill@ediston.com alastair.dickie@ediston.com Neelum.yousaf@ediston.com
www.ediston-reit.com

Investment Manager

Ediston
1 St Andrew Square
Edinburgh
EH2 2BD
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Important Information
The contents of this presentation should not be construed as legal, tax, investment or other advice. Each prospective investor
should make its own enquiries and consult its professional advisers as to the legal, tax, financial and other relevant matters
and risks concerning any investment opportunity.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance – the value of a stock market investment and any income
from it can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount invested.
Whilst information contained in this article is believed to be accurate at the date of publication, it is subject to change and
does not purport to provide a complete description of Ediston Property Investment Company Plc (the “Company”) or its
future prospects or performance. Any forecast, projection or target is indicative only and not guaranteed. In particular, the
payment of dividends and the repayment of capital are not guaranteed.
The Company invests in property assets which can be highly illiquid, typically do not grow at an even rate of return and may
decline in value, all of which may have a negative impact on the value of the Company.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, The Company, Ediston Investment Services Limited and their respective directors,
advisers or representatives shall not have any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any loss (whether direct or indirect)
arising from the use of this documents or its contents.
Issued and approved by Ediston Investment Services Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FRN:706655)
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